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ABSTRACT  

Affinity analysis is referred to as Market Basket Analysis in retail and e-commerce outlets application. It 
determines how often items are purchased together and the best possible groupings of products which 
are regularly bought by the customers in order to understand their behavior and preferences. This 
analysis allows to design effective marketing campaign and is appropriate for several kinds of decisions, 
such as cross-selling products, bundle of products, product placement and guide websites and loyalty 
program designs. 

Product bundling strategy can help either to sell two or more products or services together, or to optimize 
marketing content, such as product catalogues, including social media and internet advertising. 

The output of SAS® Enterprise Miner™ Market Basket Node generates vast numbers of rules which 
allow us to analyze discovered patterns that are often used as business guidelines for marketing 
strategies. However, this is not enough to identify the exact decreasing sequential co-occurrence of the 
set of items, that embodies the bundle. To overcome this subject, a new approach, implemented as a 
new SAS® Enterprise Miner™ node, is proposed to identify a bundle, simplifying the selection of items 
and adding richer information to the marketing initiatives. 

INTRODUCTION  

Product bundling is a process of combining two or more items into one bundled solution. In the context of 
marketing strategy, this process is used for packaging together several products or services. However, in 
some contexts of marketing, the order of sequence of the items that co-occur together in a bundle can 
bring valuable information regarding consumers' shopping patterns. This type of analysis can be used to 
guide the placement of items in leaflets, coupons, store layout, product catalogues, including social media 
and internet advertising or some other profitable action. 

To address this challenge and provide details of how items are bundled, a new approach, implemented 
as a new SAS® Enterprise Miner™ node, called Bundles, is proposed to identify the bundles with the 
optimal sequence of the items. It gives rich information to the marketing initiatives, including details of the 
bundling process. The node was implemented as a SAS® Enterprise Miner™ extension node, which 
provides a mechanism to develop custom solutions and it is indistinguishable from any other node. 

As a part of a strategy to make a marketing campaign more productive and cost-effective, the results from 
the Bundles Node can be used to identify either the items to be offered to a customer or the potential 
customers to buy an item. This avoids offering something that the consumer does not have profile to 
accept. This personalized marketing action is recurrent in companies which recognize their customers, for 
instance, in e-commerce, telecommunications, streaming services and retail with loyalty card program. It 
is very valuable to be used in recommendation engines and targeted marketing campaign. 

To achieve that, the Next Best Offer Node was developed, also using the SAS® Enterprise Miner™ 
extension node. It applies the results from the Bundles Node in a new transactional database. This 
process scores each customer with the most relevant items that are meaningful to each of them based on 
their historic behavior, ordered by those they more likely want. A classification is done to indicate if the 
item is an opportunity to be suggested as a “new offer” or as a “re-buy”.  

This paper is intended for business analysts and marketing teams who are looking to optimize marketing 
content. It was developed with retail in mind but can be extended to other industries (streaming service, 
automotive, insurance, telecommunications, etc.).  
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MOTIVATION  

The Market Basket Analysis, which is a popular technique available in the SAS® Enterprise Miner™ 
found in both Association and Market Basket Node. The technique recognizes items that are regularly 
bought by the customers in order to understand their behavior and preferences and also identifies the 
possible groupings of products (bundles) available in form of rules. A rule, according with SAS® 
Enterprise Miner™ 14.3: Reference Help (chapter 28) is written using the form A ==> B, where A is called 
the antecedent and B is called the consequent. Both, A and B, do not have items in common and each, A 
and B, may include one or more distinct items. 

If the order of sequence of the items that are put together is not relevant, any of the rules that lead to the 
same bundle can be used to represent it. This allows, for instance, to group products into a single-price 
bundle. To illustrate that, suppose there are three items, X, Y and Z. They all together may be part of an 
identical bundle with size 3 (bundle containing 3 distinct items), which can be found as a different rule up 
to six times in the output of the Market Basket Analysis. The Figure 1 shows all those possible rules that 
can be found. The rules to be available on the output are subject to the setting of the node’s properties. 

 

Figure 1: Possible rules for the same bundle found in the output for the items X, Y and Z 

However, the order of the items that co-occur together in a bundle is relevant for many of the marketing 
activities, once it brings valuable information regarding consumers' shopping patterns. In this case, it is 
essential to find the set of items that best represents how they are put together. 

Note that the structure of the rule generated by the Market Basket Analysis relates the antecedent and 
the consequent of the rules, which means it does not take in account the order of the items inside both 
the antecedent and the consequent. For instance, the rule “Z ==> X & Y” has the consequent with the 
items X and Y, regardless of their order. Because of that, there no guarantee if any of the rules put 
together represent the best order of the items.  

PROPOSED APPROACH 

The Bundles Node is proposed to identify the recommended bundle with the optimal sequence, returning 
much less rules than the traditional approaches. It performs bundle mining over transaction data in 
conjunction with item taxonomy in case it is available. The transaction data contains sales transaction 
records detailed with items bought by customers. The frequency of the items is irrelevant, only the 
presence of the items matters.  

This node uses the information from the transaction data to seek for expressive bundles, or set of items, 
with the optimal sequence by identifying the best order in which items occur together, based on several 
constraints including support and confidence. According with SAS® Enterprise Miner™ 14.3: Reference 
(chapter 28) support and confidence, are defined as: 

• Support — Quantifies the frequency of transactions that contains both item P and Q as count or 
percentage. For the percentage, the support for the rule P ==> Q can be expressed mathematically 
as the following ratio:  

𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠 𝑡ℎ𝑎𝑡 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑛 𝑏𝑜𝑡ℎ 𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑚 𝑃 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑄

𝐴𝑙𝑙 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠
 

• Confidence — Given the rule P ==> Q, the confidence for the rule is the conditional percentage that a 
transaction contains item Q, given that the transaction already contains item P. Confidence for the 
rule P ==> Q can be expressed mathematically as the ratio:  

𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠 𝑡ℎ𝑎𝑡 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑛 𝑏𝑜𝑡ℎ 𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑚 𝑃 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑄

𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠 𝑡ℎ𝑎𝑡 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑛 𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑚 𝑃
 

To explain this method, suppose the items P and Q have sold 800 and 500 respectively, and 400 
together. Thus, once the minimum transaction frequency (support) is set to 200 and the minimum 
confidence is set to 50%, one of the following rules may be the classified as a recommended: P ==> Q or 

Possible Rules 

X ==> Y & Z Y ==> X & Z Z ==> X & Y 

X & Y ==> Z Y & Z ==> X  X & Z ==> Y 
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Q ==> P. It happens because they have the same support 400 which is higher than or equal to the 
minimum required (400) and because their confidence is also higher than or equal to the minimum 
required: confidence of the rule P ==> Q is 50% (400/800) and the confidence of the rule Q ==> P is 80% 
(400/500). Therefore, the rule Q ==> P is recommended to represent the bundle with size 2. The 
recommended rule is the one where the second item has the highest confidence related to the first, i.e., 
80% of those who bought the first item, Q, also bought the second item, P. 

The description above refers to 2 items. It may be expanded to 3. In this case, the given bundle with size 
2 embodies another item with the highest confidence related to it, classifying it as a recommended rule. 
So, the current bundle now has a size 3 and it refers to a bundle with a specific order of items with 
highest confidence along its bundling. If none of the items generates a bundle with size 3, the bundle 
remains with size 2. Once the bundle with size 3 is defined, another item may be combined growing the 
size of the bundle to 4. This process continues until the constraint of maximum items is reached or until 
none of the remaining items generates a bundle with one more item.  

The bundles found give insights to the patterns and behavior of all customers. For further marketing 
actions, these insights can be applied to a new transactional data to provide personalized 
recommendations to each customer. As result, each item present in any bundle has its most likely 
customers identified. It supports the marketing team either to target the right customers in their marketing 
actions (targeted mailing) or to promote items to a specific customer (recommendation engine).  

To attain that, the Next Best Offer (NBO) Node was developed. It allows to classify potential customers 
for each item according to their probability to be either a new buyer or a re-buyer. If there is no detailed 
information of transactions by customer, the Next Best Offer Node can still be used for general 
assessments. 

To explain this method, for a bundle with size 2, if a customer has in its transaction history only the first 
item in the bundle, the customer becomes a potential buyer for the second item (new offer). If it has both, 
it is a potential buyer for the second item (re-buy). This explanation extends for any bundle size. 

The Display 1 depicts a diagram named “Weekly Recommendation Engine” which contains an example of 
the application of both nodes on daily activities. These nodes are on the “Product Bundles” tab of the 
SAS® Enterprise Miner™ tools bar. Notice the Bundles Node was trained with the “Transactional Data”, 
returning recommended bundles and then it was applied in conjunction with a new transaction data, for 
instance, “Week 12”, to the Next Best Offer Node.  

 

Display 1: SAS® Enterprise Miner™ screen 

The following section details both nodes regarding their output, their usage and properties. 
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BUNDLES NODE 

As in any other SAS® Enterprise Miner™ node, the results window of the Bundles Node can be found by 
right-clicking the node and selecting Results from the pop-up menu.  

Select View from the main menu to view besides the default Properties, SAS Results, Scoring, Table and 
Plot, the following results:  

• Bundle Output — Contains outputs about bundles to assist the marketing team for optimize marketing 
content:  

• Rules Table — Gives several measures for items and bundles during its bundling.  

• Product Bundle Profile — Gives descriptive statistics about items present in bundles. 

• Rules Table per Item — Lists, by each item, all the recommended bundles where it is present.  

• Hierarchy Output — Contains insights on items based on their taxonomy to improve the strategy of a 
marketing campaign: 

• Hierarchy Driver — The output lists ranked items by their popularity for each taxonomy. 

• Hierarchy Table — Lists, by each item, its parent Name and taxonomy level. 

• Descriptive Statistics Output — Contains statistics regarding the items and the basket size:  

• Basket Profile — Presents the transaction count per basket size. 

• Item Statistics — Presents statistics about the items contained within the basket sizes.  

• Basket Profile Plot — Presents a plot of the basket sizes by transaction count (%). 

The next sections describe each of these results with examples. 

Bundle Output 

Three outputs are given by the Bundles Node to assist the marketing team for optimize marketing 
content:  

Rules Table 

Gives several measures for items and bundle its bundling. Its columns are described as follows: 

1. Rule ID: ID which identifies a bundle with a specific order of items.  

2. Bundle Size: Number of items inside a bundle. 

3. Columns with the prefix “Item”: depict the name of the item. 

4. Value Description: Describes the measure recorded on the columns with the prefix “Value Item”. By 
default, these measures are support, support (%), confidence and, when it applies, the level of 
taxonomy. It may have further customized extra information when it is set and mapped (e.g. 
contribution margin, production cost and sell price). 

5. Columns with the prefix “Value Item”: Shows the values of the measure indicated by the column 
“Value Description”. The first value (Value Item 1) refers to a bundle with one single item which is 
described in the column “Item 1”. The second value (Value Item 2) refers to a bundle with only two 
items which is described, respectively, in the columns “Item 1” and “Item 2”, and so on. 

6. Recommended: indicates whether a rule is recommended. 

The Display 2 depicts an output example of the Rules Table. Notice that in the Rule ID number 3, there 
are up to 2 items in the bundle (see ‘bundle size’). The first item ‘jam’ has a support of 49 (see both 
‘Value Description’ and ´Value Item 1’), which means there are 49 transactions with this item. When the 
second item ‘whole milk’ is bundled, the support is now 25 (see ´Value Item 2’), which means there are 25 
transactions containing both items. The support (%) follow the same understanding and shows the 
proportion of the items bundled in all transactions. The confidence (%) of ´Value Item 2’ shows the 
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proportion of transactions with the ‘jam’ that remains after the ‘whole milk’ is bundled. To be clear, of all 
‘jam’ transactions, 51% (25/49) included also ‘whole milk’.  

In the Rule ID number 4, there up to 3 items in the bundle. The first item ‘rice’ has a support of 69, which 
means there are 69 transactions with this item. When the second item ‘whole milk’ is bundled the support 
is now 40, which means there are 40 transactions containing both items. Once the third item ‘other 
vegetables’ is bundled the support becomes 21, which means there are 21 transactions containing those 
three items. The support (%) follow the same understanding and shows the proportion of the items 
bundled in all transactions. 

The confidence (%) of ‘Value Item 2’ shows the proportion of transactions with the first item that remains 
after the second item is bundled. Of all ‘rice’ transactions, 57,97% (40/69) included also ‘whole milk’. The 
confidence (%) of ‘Value Item 3’ shows the proportion of transactions with the first and second items that 
also include the third item: 52.50% (21/40). 

When taxonomy is present, an extra line is added for each Rule ID with Value Description of ‘Hierarchy 
Level’ and the columns with the prefix “Value Item” shows the taxonomy level of respective item.  

If any extra information is set and mapped, additional lines for each rule are inserted. The Value 
Description will show the label of the extra information, defined during the mapping. The columns with the 
prefix ‘Value Item’ are a cumulative sum of the extra information value. To be clear, the ‘Value Item 1’ will 
refer to item 1 only, the value item 2 will refer to item1 + item2, and so on. If an item is not found on the 
extra information, the sum returns a missing value from that point. 

 

Display 2: Rules Table output example 

Product Bundle Profile 

Gives descriptive statistics about items present in bundles. Its columns are described as follows: 

1. Item Name: Depict the name of the item. 

2. Taxonomy Level: Indicates the hierarchy of the item. This column appears when the taxonomy data is 
set and mapped.  

3. Initial Item: indicates whether an item lead to other items, which means there is at least one bundle 
derived from that item. Otherwise, the item does not lead to any other and should not be used as a 
primary selling item in a marketing campaign. 

4. All Bundles Sizes: displays how many times each item belongs to different bundles. It sums up the 
values of the columns with the prefix “Bundles Size”. 

5. Columns with the prefix “Bundle Size”: depict how many times the item belongs to specific bundle 
size. For instance, when an item has the value 7 recorded on column “Bundle Size 2”, means it 
belongs to 7 distinct bundles of size 2. 

The Display 3 depicts an output example of the Product Bundle Profile. The item ‘whole milk’ does not 
lead to other items (see ‘initial item’), even though it is present in 5 distinct bundles: 4 with two items and 
1 with three items. The item ‘rice’ leads to other items, which means it is the first item of at least one 
bundle.  
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Display 3: Product Bundle Profile output example 

Rules Table per Item  

Lists, by each item, all the recommended bundles where it is present. Its columns are described as 
follows: 

1. Item of Interest: Refers to an item included in the bundle.  

2. Bundle Size: Number of items inside a bundle. 

3. Rule ID: ID which identifies a bundle with a specific order of items.  

4. Columns with the prefix “Item”: depict the name of item. 

The Display 4 depicts an output example of the Rules Table per Item. In this output all items are ordered 
alphabetically along with the bundles in which they are included. For example, ‘whole milk’ is present in 
rules ID 1, 2, 3 and 4. In each rule, ‘whole milk’ is bundled with different products. Notice that rule ID 4 is 
also shown for items of interest ´rice´ and ‘other vegetables’. 

 

Display 4: Rules Table per Item output example 

Hierarchy Output 

One strategy to improve a design of a marketing campaign and catch the consumers’ attention for a 
specific product from a family of products, is to display or emphasis the most popular characteristic it has. 
Figure 2 illustrates a hypothetic example of the taxonomy for a generic soda marketed with three 
packings with the same flavor. The most popular packing is the can, with 68% of all transactions, followed 
by the one litter plastic bottle with 17% and 15% for small glass bottle. Hence, the can should be used as 
a primary packing to design the marketing campaign.  

Notice that the packaging feature is one example of many others which can consist of flavors, fragrances, 
colors, and so on.  

 

Figure 2: Hierarchy Driver example 

The Bundles Node shows an output which allows an analyst to obtain those insights. This output requires 
that the taxonomy data be set and mapped. The parameter of the ‘maximum item’ specifies the number of 
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items to be shown in the hierarchy driver output. For example, if 2 is set, the output will detail the first and 
the second top items, grouping all others as one new item called '_OTHERS_'.  

Practical Application: The marketing team may consider reaching a target audience according to ongoing 
strategies and based on channels, weekdays, specific stores, stores’ location and so forth. To accomplish 
that and obtain consistent results, they must filter an appropriate transaction dataset and rerun the 
Bundles Node. 

In addition to the Hierarchy driver output, also a hierarchy table is generated, detailing all taxonomy 
levels. 

Hierarchy Driver  

The output lists ranked items by their popularity for each taxonomy and, in case of a tie, they receive the 
same rank. The results appear as follows: 

1. Taxonomy Level: Indicates the hierarchy of the item. 

2. Parent Name: Contains the parent name of the item. 

3. Item Name: Depict the name of the item. 

4. Rank: Indicates the rank of the item based on its popularity for its hierarchy. 

5. Transaction count: Number of transactions with the item. 

6. Transaction count (%): Percentage of transaction count over the total of its parent item.  

7. Cumulative Transaction count (%): The cumulative value of the transaction count (%). 

The Display 5 depicts an output example of the Hierarchy Driver. In this example, the maximum item 
parameter was set to 2, hence for each taxonomy there are 2 distinct items and when necessary an item 
named _OTHERS_ is output grouping the remaining items. For the item wine, the two most popular are 
red wine with 188 transactions and white wine with 185 transactions, both account for 83,6% of all wine 
transactions (see ‘Cumulative Transaction count (%)’).  

 

Display 5: Hierarchy Driver output example 

Hierarchy Table  

Lists, by each item, its parent Name and taxonomy level. Its columns are described as follows: 

1. Item Name: Depict the name of the item. 

2. Parent Name: Contains the parent name of the item. 

3. Taxonomy Level: Indicates the hierarchy of the item. 

In the display 6 ‘wine’, on taxonomy level 2, is parent of three items: ‘red/blush wine’, ‘sparkling wine’ and 
‘white wine’.  
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Display 6: Hierarchy Table output example 

Descriptive Statistics Output 

To support the business team in decision making, some descriptive statistics related to the items and the 
basket sizes, i.e., a grouping of all distinct items by transaction, are generated as a means for data 
exploration. These metrics are merely a selection from a variety of statistics used in many companies. 
Other metrics can be further implemented to fit better the strategic decisions. 

The statistics regarding the items and the basket size are in the output “Item Statistics” and “Basket 
Profile”. Both are contained within the results from the Bundles Node. 

Basket Profile  

Presents the transaction count per basket size limited to the Maximum Size property associated with 
Bundles Node. Its columns are described as follows: 

1. Taxonomy Level: Indicates the hierarchy of the items considered in the basket. This column appears 
when the taxonomy data is set and mapped. By default, the minimum taxonomy level is set to 1. But 
higher levels can be set. The results display the minimum taxonomy and all higher taxonomy levels 
found. 

2. Basket Size: Indicates the number of distinct items. 

3. Transaction count: Number of transactions. 

4. Transaction count (%): Percentage of transaction count. When the taxonomy level is considered, the 
percent is based on the total of transaction by taxonomy level.  

5. Cumulative Transaction count (%): The cumulative value of the transaction count (%). 

The Display 7 depicts an output example of the Basket Profile. In this example, there are 2159 
transactions with one distinct item, which represents 22.07% of all transactions in the transactional data 
set. Notice that more than 50% of the transactions are up to 3 distinct items. A plot is generated to depict 
the distribution of the basket sizes (see Display 8). 

 

Display 7: Basket Profile output example without taxonomy 
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Display 8: Basket Profile Plot example without taxonomy 

The Display 9 depicts another output example of the Basket Profile. In this example, the hierarchy of the 
items is considered in the basket. In addition to generation basket statistics for level 1, all other taxonomy 
levels statistics are also included in the output, bounded by the ‘Minimum Taxonomy Level’ property 
associated with Bundles Node. In this case the cumulative transaction count is made at each level. For 
taxonomy level 1, there are 14 transactions with 18 distinct items, if taxonomy level 2 is considered there 
are 2657 transactions with one distinct item. Note that are 3 transactions with 13 distinct level 2 items. A 
plot is generated to depict the distribution of the basket sizes by level. The level selection is on the top left 
corner (see Display 10). 

 

Display 9: Basket Profile output example with taxonomy level 

 

Display 10: Basket Profile Plot example with taxonomy level 

Item Statistics  

Presents statistics about the items contained within the basket sizes. Its columns are described as 
follows: 

1. Item Name: Depict the name of the item. 

2. Taxonomy Level: Indicates the hierarchy of the items considered in the basket. This column appears 
when the taxonomy data is set and mapped. By default, the minimum taxonomy level is 1. But higher 
levels can be set. The results display the minimum taxonomy and all higher taxonomy levels found. 

3. Transaction count: Number of transactions that contain the item. 

4. Transaction count (%): Percentage of transaction count. When the taxonomy level is considered, the 
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percent is based on the total of transactions by taxonomy level. 

5. Additional Distinct Items (Mean): Average quantity of additional items that is grouped with the item. 

6. Non-Assorted Transaction Count: Number of transactions in which the item is the only item in the 
basket. 

7. Assorted Transaction Count: Number of transactions in which the item is mixed with others distinct 
items in the basket. 

8. Non-Assorted Transaction Count (%): Percentage of Non-Assorted Transaction Count. 

The Display 11 depicts another output example of the Item Statistics. In this example, there are 2476 
transactions that have ‘whole milk’, which means 5.86% of all transactions have this item. In average, the 
‘whole milk’ was grouped with 5.5 other items (see ‘additional distinct item (mean)’). In 4.89% of those 
2476 transactions, ‘whole milk’ is the unique item in the transaction (see ‘non-assorted transaction count 
(%)’). This percentage means 121 transactions of 2476 (see ‘non-assorted transaction count’). 

When taxonomy is present, all the statistics are also extended to other taxonomy levels. The Display 12 
depicts another output example of the Item Statistics, there is information not only for ‘whole milk’, but 
also for its next level taxonomy - ‘dairy produce’. These items account for 4307 (or 15.10%) of total 
transactions, and in average are grouped with 3.11 other items. 

 

Display 11: Item Statistics without taxonomy level 

 

Display 12: Item Statistics with taxonomy level 

Using the Bundles Node 

The Bundles Node requires an input data source with role of transaction that contains one ID variable and 
one target variable. The ID variable is used to group the target into transactions (baskets). The Target 
variable is a nominal variable that contains the item information.  

As with the Market Basket Node, a single data set with the hierarchy of items can be specified by setting 
the Dimension Data Set property. See the Bundles Node Properties for further details. Also, the following 
are not supported: Multiple parents and rugged hierarchy. According with SAS, multiple parents are 
ignored except the last one and if a parent exits for an item, it must immediately appear in the next level. 

This node also allows to input up to 3 extra information values for each item. To do so, a single data set 
containing the item and a respective value (e.g. contribution margin, production cost or sell price) can be 
specified by setting any of the following properties: “Custom Information 1”, “Custom Information 2” or 
“Custom Information 3”. 

For further details of how to use this node, see the section of Bundles Node Properties. 
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Bundles Node Properties 

General Properties  

The following general properties are associated with the Bundles Node:  

• Node ID — The Node ID property displays the ID that SAS® Enterprise Miner™ assigns to a node in 
a process flow diagram. Node IDs are important when a process flow diagram contains two or more 
nodes of the same type. The first Bundles Node added to a diagram will have a Node ID of 
PRDBUNDLE. The second Bundles Node added to a diagram will have a Node ID of PRDBUNDLE2, 
and so on.  

• Imported Data — The Imported Data property provides access to the Imported Data — Product 
Bundle window. The Imported Data — Product Bundle window contains a list of the ports that provide 

data sources to the Bundles Node. Select the … button to the right of the Imported Data property to 

open a table of the imported data.  

If data exists for an imported data source, you can select the row in the imported data table and click 
one of the following buttons:  

• Browse to open a window where you can browse the data set.  

• Explore to open the Explore window, where you can sample and plot the data.  

• Properties to open the Properties window for the data source. The Properties window contains a 
Table tab and a Variables tab. The tabs contain summary information (metadata) about the table 
and variables. 

• Exported Data — The Exported Data property provides access to the Exported Data - Product Bundle 
window. The Exported Data - Product Bundle window contains a list of the output data ports that the 

Bundles Node creates data for when it runs. Select the … button to the right of the Exported Data 

property to open a table that lists the exported data sets.  

If data exists for an imported data source, you can select the row in the imported data table and click 
one of the following buttons:  

• Browse to open a window where you can browse the data set.  

• Explore to open the Explore window, where you can sample and plot the data.  

• Properties to open the Properties window for the data source. The Properties window contains a 
Table tab and a Variables tab. The tabs contain summary information (metadata) about the table 
and variables. 

• Notes — Select the … button to the right of the Notes property to open a window that you can use to 

store notes of interest, such as data or configuration information. 

Initial Settings Properties 

• Variables — Select the … button to open the Variables — Product Bundle table, which enables you 

to view the columns metadata, or open an Explore window to view a variable's sampling information, 
observation values, or a plot of variable distribution. You can specify Use and Report variable values. 
The Name, Role, and Level values for a variable are displayed as read-only properties.  

The following buttons and check boxes provide additional options to view and modify variable 
metadata:  

• Apply — Changes metadata based on the values supplied in the drop-down menus, check box, 
and selector field.  

• Reset — Changes metadata back to its state before you click Apply.  

• Label — Adds a column for a label for each variable.  
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• Mining — Adds columns for the Order, Lower Limit, Upper Limit, Creator, Comment, and Format 
Type for each variable.  

• Basic — Adds columns for the Type, Format, Informat, and Length of each variable.  

• Statistics — Adds statistics metadata for each variable.  

• Explore — Opens an Explore window that enables you to view a variable's sampling information, 
observation values, or a plot of variable distribution.  

• Normalize — Use to specify whether to normalize class variables or not. This setting will result in 
target variable normalization where character string values are left-justified and uppercase. The 
default is no normalization.  

Initial Settings Properties: Hierarchy  

• Dimension Data Set — Use to specify the data source that defines the hierarchy of items. Select the 

… button to open the Select a SAS Table window.  

The data set must contain the following variables:  

• a nominal variable taking the child role  

• a nominal variable taking the parent role  

Note 1: Each distinct item that appears in the input (transactional) data set must have a parent in the 
lowest level of the hierarchy.  

Note 2: If no hierarchy is specified, the Bundles Node will perform simple association analysis with 
the input data without the hierarchy.  

• Mapping — Use to open an editor that enables you to specify the parent and children variables that 

define the hierarchy. Select the … button to open the Mapping window. 

• Hierarchy Table — Lists parent product and child defined in taxonomy database and their taxonomy 
levels. This table is generated after the Bundles Node run for the first time with a taxonomy data set 
and mapped. Use this table as guide to select the Minimum Taxonomy Level property. 

• Minimum Taxonomy Level — Specifies the minimum taxonomy level to be consider valid in the 
training data set. The default is the lowest level: 1. 

Initial Settings Properties: Basket Size Options 

• Size Selection — Specifies how to select the maximum size of the basket to be considered valid in 
the training data set. A basket size is a grouping of all distinct target items by ID. The default setting 
excludes outliers that are beyond upper and lower far fences – far outliers. The User Defined setting 
allows to define the maximum size property. 

• Maximum Size — Specifies the maximum size of the basket to be consider valid in the training data 
set. A basket size is a grouping of all distinct items by ID. 

• Baskets Size Table — Lists basket sizes found in the current transactional dataset. This table is 
generated after the Bundles Node run for the first time. Use this table as guide to select the 
recommended basket size  

• Basket Size: Indicates the number of distinct items. 

• Transaction count: Number of transactions. 

• Transaction count (%): Percentage of transaction count. When the taxonomy level is considered, 
the percent is based on Minimum Taxonomy Level. 

• Cumulative Transaction count (%): The cumulative value of the transaction count (%). 

• Recommended Basket Size: It is an automatic selection made to flag and exclude far outlier 
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basket sizes from the analysis.  Neither the outlier baskets nor its items will be included in any 
output  

• Selected Basket Size: This selects the Maximum Size property. 

 

Display 13: Baskets Size Table 

Train Properties: Constraints  

• Maximum Items — This option determines the maximum size of the item set to be considered in a 
bundle. Maximum allowed=50. The default is 3. 

• Support Type — Specifies the type of support used for the analysis. This can either be the minimum 
percentage or minimum count of support to a bundle be valid: 

• Count — Use to express minimum transaction frequency as count.  

• Percent — Use to express minimum transaction frequency as percentage. This is the default. 
Maximum Size — Specifies the maximum size of the basket to be consider valid in the training 
data set. A basket size is a grouping of all distinct items by ID. 

• Support Count — Use an integer value to specify the minimum transaction frequency to support. The 
frequency is expressed as count. This option is valid when Support Type property is set to Count. The 
default is 5. 

• Support Percentage — Use to specify the minimum transaction frequency to support. The frequency 
is expressed as percentage. This option is valid when Support Type property is set to Percent. The 
default is 2.0%.  

• Minimum Confidence Level — Use to specify the minimum confidence level that is required to group 
an item in a bundle. Specify an integer number between 0 and 100. The default is 50.0%.  

• Recommendation — If this option is set to NO then all rules that lead to the same bundle are 
displayed. The default is YES, which means only one of those rules, classified as a recommended, is 
displayed.  
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Train Properties: Hierarchy Driver  

• Maximum Items — Specifies the number of items to be shown in the hierarchy driver output. For 
example, if 2 is set, the output will detail the first and the second top items, grouping all others as one 
new item called '_OTHERS_'. 

Train Properties: Extra Information  

• Custom Information Data Set — Use to specify the data source that defines the extra information of 
the items. Such information can be any defined by the analyst needs. For instance, sell price, 

contribution margin and so on. Select the … button to open the Select a SAS Table window.  

The data set must contain the following variables for each of the custom information:  

• a nominal variable taking the item role 

• a numerical variable taking the extra information role 

• Mapping — Use to open an editor that enables you to rename the label for the respective custom 

information and specify its item and extra information variables. Select the … button to open the 

Mapping window. 

Status Properties 

The following status properties are associated with this node:  

• Create Time — displays the time at which the node was created.  

• Run ID — displays the identifier of the node run. A new identifier is created every time the node runs.  

• Last Error — displays the error message from the last run.  

• Last Status — displays the last reported status of the node. 

• Last Run Time — displays the time at which the node was last run. 

• Run Duration — displays the length of time of the last node run. 

• Grid Host — displays the grid server that was used during the node run. 

• User-Added Node — specifies if the node was created by a user as a SAS® Enterprise Miner™ 
extension node.  

NEXT BEST OFFER (NBO) NODE 

As in any other SAS® Enterprise Miner™ node, the results window of the Next Best Offer Node can be 
found by right-clicking the node and selecting Results from the pop-up menu.  

Select View from the main menu to view besides the default Properties, SAS Results, Scoring, Table and 
Plot, the following results:  

• Scored Output — Two outputs are given by the Next Best Offer Node:  

• Scored Data — Lists the most likely buyers of each product and identifies the appropriate type of 
offer (new-offer or re-buy) to propose to each customer.  

• Scored Items Profile — Profiles the potential of customers by type of offer for each item.  

The next sections describe each of these results with examples. 

Scored Output 

Two outputs are given by the Next Best Offer Node. One details items and potential customers and the 
other profiles the potential of customers by type of offer for each item: 
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Scored Data 

List the most likely buyers of each product and identifies the appropriate type of offer (new-offer or re-buy) 
to propose to each customer. It is relevant by itself when there is a customer ID associated to the 
transactional dataset with the role of score, otherwise it must be disregarded as it is only used as a bridge 
to generate the report Scored Items Profile. Its columns are described as follows: 

1. Item Name: Depict the name of item. 

2. Taxonomy Level: Indicates the hierarchy of the item. This column appears when the taxonomy data is 
set and mapped on the Bundles Node.  

3. Confidence (%): It is the probability of the customer buying the item given his transaction history and 
rules generated in the bundle output. 

4. ID: This variable receives the same name of the variable with the role ID defined in the transactional 
data with role of score. This ID usually refers to the customer ID, if it is present. If not, it refers to the 
transaction ID.  

5. Offer type: Indicates if the ID is eligible for a new offer of the item or for a re-buy. 

The Display 14 depicts an output example of the Scored Data. The ‘baking powder’ can be offer to three 
customers ID: two as a new-offer and one as a re-buy. In the transactional history of the ID customers 
8248 and 8285, bounded by the Maximum Recency property, there is no record that either customer have 
ever previously bought ‘baking powder’. Note that they have 50% of probability to buy the ‘baking 
powder’. This probability is given as a confidence measure because, in all transactions analyzed by the 
Bundles node, customers with the same historic patterns also bought ‘baking powder’ in 50% of the 
transactions. The other customer with ID 8407 besides sharing a similar historic pattern, it has previously 
bought ‘baking powder’ and it is also a potential buyer of this item, hence the offer type is now re-buy. 

 

Display 14: Scored Data output example 

Scored Items Profile 

Profiles the potential of customers by type of offer for each item. Its columns are described as follows: 

1. Item Name: Depict the name of item. 

2. Taxonomy Level: Indicates the hierarchy of the item. This column appears when the taxonomy data is 
set and mapped on the Bundles Node.  

3. Count Total: Number of potential customers for the item. It sums up the number of potential 
customers for new offer and potential customers for re-buy. 

4. Count New Offer: Number of potential customers for new offer for the item.  

5. New Offer (%): Calculate as the Count New Offer over Count Total. 

6. Count Re-Buy: Number of potential customers for re-buy of the item. 

7. Re-Buy (%): Calculate as the Count Re-Buy over Count Total. 

8. Min Confidence: Indicates the minimum confidence found among all potential customers of the item. 

9. Max Confidence: Indicates the maximum confidence found among all potential customers of the item. 

The Display 15 depicts an output example of the Scored Data. The item ‘whole milk’ has 433 potential 
customers. Of these, 45% have no record that have ever previously bought ‘whole milk, i.e., there are 195 
customers eligible to buy this item as a new offer. 
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Display 15: Scored Items Profile output example  

Using the Next Best Offer Node 

The Next Best Offer Node requires an input data source with a role of score that contains one ID variable 
and one target variable. The ID variable is used to group the target into transactions (baskets). The 
Target variable is a nominal variable that contains the item information. Optionally an extra numeric 
variable can be considered, usually the date, allowing the identification of the time sequence of 
transactions. This variable must have a role of sequence. This allows to do the Next Best Offer (NBO) 
based on Maximum Recency property of the Next Best Offer Node. 

The maximum recency property specifies the maximum number of transactions to be selected for the 
Next Best Offer (NBO). There is an option to select ALL which considers all the historic transactional data 
of each ID. This option is the default even if there is no sequence variable. It ranges from 1 to 15. For 
instance, basing offers in the previous 3 transactions of the customer allows better alignment of offers 
and customer most recent behavior. 

For further details of how to use this node, see the section Next Best Offer Node Properties. 

Next Best Offer Node Properties 

The following general properties are associated with the Next Best Offer Node:  

• Node ID — The Node ID property displays the ID that SAS® Enterprise Miner™ assigns to a node in 
a process flow diagram. Node IDs are important when a process flow diagram contains two or more 
nodes of the same type. The first Next Best Offer Node added to a diagram will have a Node ID of 
NBO. The second Next Best Offer Node added to a diagram will have a Node ID of NBO2, and so on.  

• Imported Data — The Imported Data property provides access to the Imported Data — Next Best 
Offer window. The Imported Data — Next Best Offer window contains a list of the ports that provide 

data sources to the Next Best Offer Node. Select the … button to the right of the Imported Data 

property to open a table of the imported data.  

If data exists for an imported data source, you can select the row in the imported data table and click 
one of the following buttons:  

• Browse to open a window where you can browse the data set.  

• Explore to open the Explore window, where you can sample and plot the data.  

• Properties to open the Properties window for the data source. The Properties window contains a 
Table tab and a Variables tab. The tabs contain summary information (metadata) about the table 
and variables. 

• Exported Data — The Exported Data property provides access to the Exported Data - Next Best Offer 
window. The Exported Data - Next Best Offer window contains a list of the output data ports that the 

Next Best Offer Node creates data for when it runs. Select the … button to the right of the Exported 

Data property to open a table that lists the exported data sets.  

If data exists for an imported data source, you can select the row in the imported data table and click 
one of the following buttons:  

• Browse to open a window where you can browse the data set.  
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• Explore to open the Explore window, where you can sample and plot the data.  

• Properties to open the Properties window for the data source. The Properties window contains a 
Table tab and a Variables tab. The tabs contain summary information (metadata) about the table 
and variables. 

• Notes — Select the … button to the right of the Notes property to open a window that you can use to 

store notes of interest, such as data or configuration information. 

Train Properties 

• Maximum Recency — Specifies the maximum number of transactions to be selected for the Next 
Best Offer (NBO). This option only has effect when a sequence variable is found in the input data 
source with a role of score. The minimum value is 1, which means the NBO is based on the most 
recent transaction of each ID. If this value is 3 the NBO considers at most 3 recent transactions of 
each ID. This value ranges from 1 to 15. There is an option to select ALL which considers all the 
historic transactional data of each ID. This option is the default even if there is no sequence variable. 

Status Properties 

The following status properties are associated with this node:  

• Create Time — displays the time at which the node was created.  

• Run ID — displays the identifier of the node run. A new identifier is created every time the node runs.  

• Last Error — displays the error message from the last run.  

• Last Status — displays the last reported status of the node. 

• Last Run Time — displays the time at which the node was last run. 

• Run Duration — displays the length of time of the last node run. 

• Grid Host — displays the grid server that was used during the node run. 

• User-Added Node — specifies if the node was created by a user as a SAS® Enterprise Miner™ 
extension node.  

CONCLUSION 

This paper describes how to expand the usage of the SAS® Enterprise Miner™ by implementing product 
bundling and next best offer in a seamless way using two extension nodes. The Bundle Node is aimed to 
retail, but it can be adapted to a wide range of industries and market channels. Both nodes are 
particularly appropriated to industries where the customer ID is recorded in the transaction data, this 
enables personalization of the marketing campaign, by offering the right product to the right customer.  
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